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Topics covered: 

1. UHC as a hegemonic proposal. 

2. What can we learn from 

Venezuelan experience: 

 The importance of a project 
of political transformation  

  The importance of training a 
new model of health 
professionals. 



Two main proposals: 
 

 Universal Health Coverage (UHC) 
 

 Sustainable Development Goals 

Global Health Agenda post 2015 

The problem is not universal coverage. 

Everyone may agree.  The problem is how to 

reach it 

OUR PROPOSAL IS TAX FUNDED, PUBLIC  AND 

UNIVERSAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 



New York, 24 sep 2013 
UN General Assembly  
OMS join Rockefeller 

Foundation to put in agenda a 
global report on UHC 

Washington, D.C Sept 30, 

2013 Commitment to 

universal health coverage in 

the 52nd Directing Council of 

PAHO.  IDB and WB will 

provide support  

UHC   IS   THE   FASHION….. 



One of the topics on 

discussion: Health Systems 

Main conclusion:  

to promote UHC 

The report was made by 

McKinsey & Company. 

Davos, Suiza 

 Enero 2013 
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Health policies before and after  Chavez 

Neo liberal policies 
World Bank oriented 

       Anti  neoliberal 
policies, for  people 

• Biomedical and 
mercantilist  model 
• Centered in diseases 
and hospitals 
• Fragmented 

• Focalization     
•  Privatizacion         

•Health centered 
•Social Determinats 
•Social participation 
•Integral 
•Public practice 
•Humanist 
•Universal 

1999 



What can we learn from Venezuelan 

experiencie 

Heath policies that 

contribute to the 

transformation of 

society 

Social 

Movements 

Science and 

knowledge dedicated 

tto social good 

A project of political transformation 
STRENGTHEN SOCIAL MEDICINE 

UNIVERSALIZE THE STRUGGLE FOR 

THE RIGHT TO HEALTH 



The new model of training: 
integrals and community phisicians  

MODELO DOMINANTE MODELO ALTERNATIVO 

• Elitist, exclusive 
 

• In offices and hospitals 
 

• Fragmented 
 

• For private practice 
 

• For profit 

Massive 
 

In the community 
:BARRIO ADENTRO 
 

INTEGRAL 
 

For the people 
 

Human, in solidarity 

14.000 new phisicians, 17.000 in training 



Francisco Armada: Venezuelan health minister: 
from the social medicine movement 



¿ WHAT CAN WE DO ? 

1. Renew and strengthen the social 

medicine  thinking.. 

2. Confront proposals coming from 

capital and the market 

3. Produce and disseminate 

proposals and counter-hegemonic 

thought. Research and committed 

teaching. Train cadres. 

Accompany anti-privatization 

social movements 

4. Increase the influence of the 

thought of social medicine in 

progressive governments. 



WHAT HAPPENED 

IN RECENT DECADES 

Health as am essential part of 

economic capital accumulation 

 

Health as a space for business 

and corruption. 

MEDICAL- INDUSTRIAL- FINANTIAL COMPLEX 

State-subsidized 

It is difficult to guarantee the right to 
health, when profit is one of the drivers 

of public policies 




